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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to sharpen the stability results proved in [4] 
and announced in [5]. In particular, we give here a much sharper analysis 
of the wcightcd norms introduced in [4] in the study of the stability of traveling 
waves. 
Consider the nonlinear parabolic equation 
UL = u,, +f(ut u.c), m<.r<co, t>o. (1) 
We shall bc concerned here with the stability of a special class of solutions 
of (I), namely, traveling wave solutions of the form u(x, t) --- v(.~ -1. c!), where 
c is a constant. sonlinear equations or systems of form (1) and their cor- 
responding traveling wave solutions arise in numerous problems of physical 
interest, for example, propagation of favorable genes, nerve impulses, shock 
waves, and flame propagation. (See [4] for a bibliography.) 
In one looks for solutions of (I) which are perturbations of a traveling wave, 
that is, for solutions of the form 
u(x, 1) = cp(.r + ct) + v(x, 1) (4 
and transforms to a moving coordinate frame 6 = .r + ct. he obtains an equation 
of the following type for W: 
ikji?t = Lw + R(v), (3) 
where 
Lv 7 V,( - cv: T f,*(p, P’)z’f - f&s q’)v 
and R is a nonlinear operator whose Frechet derivative vanishes at 71 : 0. 
One easily sets that v’p is a null function of L:&, 7 0. This is an immediate 
consequence of the invariance of (1) under the group of translations x + .r I- y. 
* This rcsc;~rch was supported by a research grant from the National Scicncc Founda- 
tion (NSF Grant h?PS 73-08535 A 02). 
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Since 0 belongs to o(L) (the spectrum of L) one cannot expect to get asymptotic 
stability of the waves in a strict sense. That is, if the initial data are of the form 
then in general one cannot expect that 
but only that 
t ---• Yj, 
for some suitably chosen phase shift y = y(e). 
The situation here is analogous to the phenomenon of orbital stability for 
periodic solutions of an autonomous system of ordinary differential equations 
f := j(x). Note that these equations are invariant under time translations. 
In order to specify the exact sense in which (4) holds it is necessary to 
introduce norms on functions defined on --co < 5 < CO. Let w(t) > 1 be 
a weight function on the real line. We define the weighted norms 
i u lu..o Sup 1 W(4) U(f)! E 
and 
111’ w.l = I u L.,, -t I W&5 LO . 
Let W,,j (j L: 0, 1) bc the corresponding Banach spaces. In [3] the following 
theorem is stated and proved for general parabolic systems. 
THEOREM 1. Let the function f be of class C’ on a domain containing the 
range of C-P and v’ and let I, satisfy the following hypotheses (considered as an 
operator on Bu,,J: 
(i) I, has an isolated simple eigenzalue at the origin while the rest of a(L) 
is contained in a parabolic region 9’ - (by2 -I- x + a < O} (a, b > 0) in the 
left half plane. 
(ii) The resoluxt transffn-mation (A .. L)-’ has the following asymptotic 
behavior: Gizlen 6 > 0 there is a constant c(6) such that 
and 
I(h - I,)-‘11 ‘“..l < (c(S)/! x y) I 21 I&,,, 
for all h in 1 arg h I < r .- 6 which are exterior to 3. 
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Then the traveling wave CJI is stable in the following sense. Let u(x, t) satisfy 
(1) with initial data u(x, 0) = p(x) + EU&) and suppose ] u0 JWSl < +m (say 
I uo Itc.1 . < 1). Then there is a continuous function h(E) such that, for su$iciently 
small I f I, 
i u(f, t) - df + eh(~))lm.l < KeAwt, 
where K is a constant depending only on w and independent of u. (provided 
lu o iw,l < 1) and w is a constant, 0 < w < a. 
2. MONOTOSE TRAVELING WAVES 
The waveforms v satisfy the following second-order ordinary differential 
equation 
0 = p” - CT’ -I-f(p, y’). (5) 
Suppose that f(O,O) =f(l,O) = 0 so that (0,O) and (I, 0) are equilibrium 
points in the phase plane of (5). Further suppose that (5) admits a solution 
~(5) such that (v, v’) passes from (0, 0) to (1, 0) in such a way that 
(i) v > 0, v’ > 0; 
(ii) p,-+O as [+ ---co; p-b 1 as e- fco; 
(iii) p’-+Oas![I-++co. 
We shall describe the stability properties of such a monotone wave in this 
section. 
The linearized operator takes the form 
Lv = v* - 2bv’ + qv, 
where 
b = (42) - Ifah, P'), 
4 =fh 94. 
We let 
K.+ = lim 26 = c - fQ,(l, 0), ~-H-cc 
K- = )$a 26 -- c - f,,(O, 0), 
q-1. = /j$&,m(f) = L(l,O), 
4- = jj3m Q(f) = f,(O,O). 
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If (5) is linearized about (1,O) we get 
(6) 
while if (5) is linearized about (0, 0) we get 
p” - K-I$ + q-y = 0. (7) 
These two equations determine the asymptotic behavior of F as 4 + *CC. 
According to well-known nomenclature, the equilibrium point (I, 0) (or 
(0, 0)) is called a saddle if the characteristic exponents of (6) (resp. (7)) have 
opposite signs. It is called a stable node if these exponents are real and negative 
and an unstable node if they are real and positive. In that which follows it will 
be convenient for us to extend this usual notion of node in the following respect. 
We shall call the given equilibrium point a stable (unstable) node if one of the 
characteristic exponents is negative (r-cap. positive) and the other is nonpositive 
(resp. nonnegative). Since by assumption the hypothesized wave is a trajectory 
going from (0,O) to (1, 0) we see that (I, 0) must either be a saddle (S) or a 
stable node (X), while (0,O) must cithcr be a saddle (S) or an unstable node, 
which we also denote by (N). Spirals are excluded by property (i) above. Thus 
we have four cases to consider, which in the obvious way WC denote by SS, 
SS, X5, and NN. (There are actually only three cases, since SS and NS are 
equivalent under the transformation 5 -+ - 6, c -+ -c.) 
The characteristic exponents of (6) and (7) are the roots of the quadratic 
equations 
y” - K-Y -t 4; = 0 and y” - K+y + y- = 0, 
respectively. The roots y, and y2 of the first equation satisfy ylyn = y.. and 
y1 +- y.J = K,. Thus (1,O) is a saddle if q < 0, and a stable node if 0 ~1 
q < K. a/4 and K+ < 0. Similarly (0,O) is a saddle if y- < 0 and an unstable 
node if 0 < q- < c2/4 and K- > 0. 
In each of these four cases it can he shown that the wave 97 is stable (that is, 
that the hypotheses on L in the Theorem are satisfied) with respect to a suitably 
chosen weighted norm. These weighted norms are given as follows. Let 
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Then suitable weight functions for stability are given in Table I. We see that 
the weight function grows exponentially in the direction of a node. The weight 
function may bc identically one if both endpoints are saddles. 
The results stated above are somewhat sharper than those proved in [4]. 
A proof of these results will be given in Section 4. In [4] stability results were 
proved relative to the weight function 
w(5) = 1 + @‘E’, 
where 
~(5) =j’ 44 ds, 
0 
but this weight function may grow exponentially in the direction of a saddle 
point whereas the weight functions in Table I remain bounded in the direction 
of a saddle point. This is the situation, for example, in the case of Huxley’s 
equation (Example B in the next section). As we shall see below, 
B(t) - (K&!)t -I- COnSt. as [-+ &co. 
Therefore 
1 -- eB”) - 1 f const. eXp(K$)t as [-*co. 
In the case of Huxley’s equation we have saddle points at both ends, yet 
Kk = c. l’hcrcforc the weight function 1 + t?(f) grows exponentially at [ + + co 
whereas the weight function from Table I is w + 1. 
‘The significance of all this is that Huxley’s wave is stable to disturbances 
in the suprcmum norm. On the other hand, if we are considering a transition 
wave which begins or ends at a node (KS, SN, or NN) then Table I gives a 
weight function which grows exponentially in the direction of the node. Thus 
to get a stability result it seems necessary to require the disturbances to decay 
exponentially in the direction of a node. 
We now come to an important point: If one of the equilibrium points is a node 
then a weighted norm must be introduced in order to obtain a stability result as in 
Theorem 1. For, let us suppose that (1, 0) is a stable node-that is, that q- 3 0 
and K- < 0. We consider the spectral analysis of the associated operator L 
on the Banach space L,, . Let JI satisfy the equation 
(L - A)4 = (I,” - 2b$’ f (q - A)$ = 0, ---co < LJ < x. 
As t - x, 2b --z K, and (q h) -* (q- - h); we assume (as in [4]) that the 
convergence of b and q is such that the integrals 
r (LI 1 b’ 1 dc$, J” I b(5) - (~+:2) dt, and ‘” 0 F = I q(O - Y+ I dt ‘0 
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are convergent. ‘I’his condition is certainly met if the transition wave (9, v’) 
tends to (I, 0) exponentially as 6 -+ co. This being the case, the asymptotic 
behavior of (cr as 5 - x is determined by the equation with constant coefficients 
U’n - K-w’---(q! -h)zL -0. (8) 
That is, any solution of (L -. A)$ 0 is asymptotic, as [ + a, to a linear 
combination of solutions of (8). This asymptotic result is an immediate corollary 
of l.emma I in Section 4 of this paper. We make the Liouvillc transformation 
y5 = e%p where E?(t) =.= J-E b(s) ds, th ercby obtaining for v the equation 
(M - h)rp -: cp” f (p - h)rJJ -77 0, 
p = 6’ - h2 $ q. 
According to Lemma 1 the solutions of (M - A)p, = 0 arc asymptotic to 
a linear combination of e-7. cA)E and PI Id)6 9 
y,(x) = (h - 4. + ((K. )2/4))“2 = $(K-’ - 4(q, -- A))‘:‘. 
On the other hand, 
,aw - const. f~+-‘~“. 
Thcrcfore J, is asymptotic to a linear combination of 
e 
((r,i2)t.,,(*ak and &iz) -” (A))E 
which arc the solutions of (8). 
SimilarI!;, as 5 -P -c0 4 is asvmptotic to solutions of 
zun - K -70’ ‘. (q- - ,i)c = 0, 
under the assumption that the integrals 
(9) 
i ’ I6’ ; d[, 1” 1 h(5) (~_:2)! d5, and -.-IL * 
I” I q(5) -- q.. Id4 
- I 
all converge. 
Kotc that (8) and (9) arc precisely (6) and (7), so that the spectral properties 
of 1, are directly tied to the asymptotic behavior of the transition wave. 
For a dctailcd discussion of asymptotic methods for ordinary differential 
equations of the type considered hcrc, the reader map consult Coddington 
and Lcvinson [I] (esp. Theorem 8.1 on p. 92 and exercise 29. p. 104). A proof 
of Lemma 1, based on the method of successive approximations, is given in [4]. 
If h < qA then (since K- < 0) both solutions of (8) decal; exponentially 
as 6 --• -CC. .4t 6 = -X there arc two possibilities: either C,I < 0 in which 
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case one solution tends to zero exponentially as [ + -03; or q- >, 0 and 
K_ > 0 in which case at least one solution decays as [ + -co. In either cast, 
for A < q+ we may construct solutions of (I!. - h)# = 0 which are bounded 
on the entire real line. We choose one of the solutions which decays as 4 + -co 
and continue it to 5 = +a~. As 6. --f -+co it is asymptotic to a linear com- 
bination of the two solutions of (8), both of which decay (see Lemma 2 in 
Section 4). 
Therefore, if q+ > 0 L has a continuum of eigenvalues cxtcnding into the 
right half plane. According to Evans’ instability result [2], the wave solution 
must be unstable in the I,, norm. If q.,. = 0 we have a continuum of eigen- 
values extending to the origin; presumably this means that the wavefunction 
q~ is not exponentially stable (although the perturbation may perhaps decay 
algebraically). 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we consider three classical examples which illustrate the 
three cases above. 
A. Kolmogoroc, Piskunoff, and Petrovsky. 
ul=u,, i-u(1 -u). 
There is a one-parameter family of waves for c2 2 4. In this case, for c > 2, 
one obtains q* = Tfl, K+ = c. This is the case NS. The wave is stable relative 
to the weight function 
1 + e-lc/2)f 
B. Huxley’s equation. 
ut = u,, + u( 1 - U)(U - a) (0 < a < 4). 
Huxley found the exact solution 
~(5) = l/(1 + e-E121’2), c = 2’12(.A - a). 
We easily SW that K= = c, q+ = -(I - a), q- = -a. This is the case SS, 
and the wave is stable in the L, norm. Recently Fife and McLeod [3] have 
shown that the wave is globally stable to initial data v,(f) such that 
C. Burgers’ equation. 
u(t + uu, = u,, . 
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The explicit traveling wave is given by 
~(0 1 -c(l + tanh(c[/2)). 
One obtains K+ = Tc, qA :-: 0. This is a borderline case since q+ : 0, but 
we consider it as an example of the case I\TS. The weight function is 
exp( - cfi2) + exp(cf2), 
or equivalently, 
cosh(c.$2). 
4. PROOF OF THE STABILITY RESULTS 
In this section we prove that under the assumptions made in Section 2 the 
monotone waveform v is stable with respect to the weighted norms given 
in Table I. To this end we establish the spectral properties (i) and (ii) (of 
Theorem 1) for the operator L. 
Consider the resolvent equation 
(L - A)u = g. 
Making the transformation 
where 
we get the equation for vu: 
where 
u(f) = v(f) G’f’, 
B(f) = I’ b(s) ds, 
0 
(M - A)” = e-g, 
&fv = v” + [b’ - h2 7 q]v. 
When M is defined as above we have 
L = eBIMe-B, 
where es denotes the operation of multiplication by the function eB(C). Con- 
sequently, 
(A .-. L)-’ = @(A - iv)- l p-B. 
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P(5) = 43 - b2([) + q(5), 
The symbol d/- denotes that branch of & which is positive when z is real 
and positive. The functions Y*(X) are single valued and analytic in the plane 
cut along the negative real axis from -cc to p, . In the future, we shall denote 
these regions by S* = {I arg(h - p*); < TIT). The sector ( arg h 1 < r - 6 
will be denoted by S, . 
By our hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of Section 2 on the transition wave, C+J and 
q’ 4 0 as 6 --f I; 00. From the conditions f(0, 0) :: f( 1,O) = 0 imposed on f 
and Eq. (5) for the transition wave, we conclude that p)” + 0 as 4 -P j:co. 
Therefore b’(f) + 0 as e + -1~0, and 
p* = q+ - (W2, 
where b* = lim,,*, b(t). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 
1 cc : ~(6) - P+ I d5, J-1 I ~(0 - P- I dt < ~03. (10) -0 
Then the homogeneous equation 
(M-A)p=O 
has a system of solutions Q, , pz , (CI, and +b2 (each depending on +$ and A) which 
have the asymptotic properties: 
f-73 = e -Y+(A)c[l -I- O(lj4/lh)], 5 + +aI, 
rpl’ := e-y’(A)f[-y+(A) + O(l)], 5 + +co, 
p2 7 e V+(A)f[l /- O(l/dl)], 6 -+ +oo, 
v2’ _ eY-(Ak [Y+(4 -t O(l)19 t- +a), 
I,& = &-Q)~[l + O(lj4/r)], (-+ -co, 
&’ = e -(A)‘[y-(A) 4 O(l)], [-+-Co 
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I/$ = e--v-y1 +- O(l!\/jq)], E-* -33, 
Qh2’ = e-y-(Ay-y-(A) -I- O(l)], E + ---cu. 
Furthermore, vI , q+ (respectively, I/J, , (1,?) are single-valued analytic functions 
of X in the sector S.; (respcctizelJf X). 
The asymptotic estimates above hold uniformly as h j + 03 in Se for 
fixed 6 > 0. The results of Lemma 1 are proved by the method of successive 
approximations in [4]. To determine the asymptotic behavior of the functions 
I/& as s + ‘. CD and vi as s --> ---CC we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The functiotrs vi and (l,i of Lemma 1 haze the representations: 
%(X, A) x -uq ccl&, A) + ~ircr& A), x-+ --5 
Gi(X, A) = C,(A) c&(x, A) + D&s, A) p&y A), x--t :-a 
where the coeficients A, , I!& , Ci , L)i are analytic functions of X in the cut complex 
plane cut from --oc to p .L max(p.+ , p-1 and are O(1) as h --f CO in S, . 
From Lemma 2 it follows easily that 
Fi(“, h) N B,(X) e-v-(A)z, x ---> -co, 
cLi(x, x) N Di(A) @y x --.* cc, 
these estimates holding uniformly as s I + co and h + ;c in S, . i\ proof 
of Lemma 2 is also given in [4]. 
The Green’s function for the resolvent operator (A - :‘11)--~ is given by 
where 
From Lemma I we see that M’(h) has the asymptotic behavior 
Y4 = (Y+(A) -I- Y-(9 -I- O( 1) 
as h--f 00 in S,. 
We now turn to an analysis of the resolvent transformation (A -L)-’ on 
the Banach space Bw,a weighted by the function w(t). By o(L) we mean the 
spectrum of L relative to the Banach space .‘?8,,, . Recalling our definition 
of K+ WC have 
5Oj!2j/I-IO 
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and we continue to assume 
(11) 
The first condition is satisfied as f + + 03, for example, if (q,, v’) --, (1, 0) 
as 6 -* 00 and (v - 1) = O(e- v:), v’ = O(emVf) for some y > 0. 
Let Y, , 8- denote the two regions 
9, and .P- are the regions exterior to the parabolas 
pi =z (K+)*/2(1 $ COS e), 
where h --p& = p<e’s, .-..n < 0 < 7r. These parabolas meet the real axis at 
X = 9: and extend to infinity in the left half plane. 
THEOREM 2. Let the ussump~ions (IO) and (I 1) orz the functions b and p be 
satisfied. Let 9 be a monotone waveform as discussed in Section 2 which connects 
(0,O) to (1, 0), and let ZL be the weight function determined bq’ Table I. Then L 
has the spectral properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem I. 
We begin by showing that in all cases the spectrum of (A - 111)-i is discrete 
in a neighborhood of the origin and that (A - M)-i has no poles in Re A > 0. 
(M is considered as an operator on L, .) By [3, Lemma 5.31 we know that the 
eigenvalues of XI are discrete for h > F = max(p_ , p-). Now p+ = q+ - (b+)*. 
If the equilibrium point (1,O) is a saddle point, then q+ < 0 and so p ,. < 0. 
On the other hand, if (1,O) is a stable node, then 0 < q+ < ~+~/4; and since 
~+“/4 = b, 2, p k < 0 in this case also. The same arguments apply to the point 
(0, 0), so @ < 0 and the spectrum of M is discrete in a neighborhood of the 
origin. To prove M has no positive eigenvalues we apply [3, Theorem 5.51 
and the fact that LCJI’ = 0 where v is a monotone wavefunction. Since L =:= 
eB!lIe@ we see that (e-av’) is a positive solution of MIJJ = 0. 
To complete the proof we shall show that the spectra of L and M coincide 
in the exterior of some parabola and we shall obtain the estimates in (ii) of 
Theorem 1. We break the proof into three cases: SS, NN, and SN (NS and 
SN being equivalent). 
Let us take the case SS first. It suffices to estimate the integrals 
I 
p eBfz) 1 G(x, y, A)\ ecE(y) dy (12) 
--a 
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and 
. R 
J ;(d;dx)(eB’*‘G(x, y, A)); cE’y) dy. (13) -xJ 
Carrying out the indicated differentiation in (13) WC: get the t\vo terms 
r 
z 
I ll’eR(=‘G(x, y, A) rB’yl I d? -1 r” f?(Z) j C,(.v, ?‘, /\)I e B(Y) cf\y w - 71 “--1) 
but since II’(x) = h(. ) r is bounded on the entire real line, the first term is 
dominated by the term (12). Thercforc it suffices to cstimatc (12) and 
The integral in (12) may be written as 
Let us estimate the behavior of the first integral as x .- + + #oz. We have, using 
the asymptotic estimates of Lemma I, 
><; (,.(A) e(X+12)Ze-RCY,(h! 
[J 
*” 
-co 
e(,te:‘L(k’“-.‘.‘h dy __ \” e’R~~~,(~) -h,‘d)V dx] 
- 0 
e-(RCv-h-(~+:2)h 1 _ e-hlc-/+w(x i2))r 
i. 
.-I ‘(‘) h& y-(A) - (~--ii) -’ ’ 
provided X c- ti_ . ‘l’hc constant C(h) is O(I) as h -’ l E in Sri . This term is 
uniformly bounded as .x - l -]-a~ provided Re y.(h) -- (K i2) 1-s 0; that is, 
provided h E 9.:. . 
Similarly, the second term in brackets in (I 5) is estimated as 
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provided Key..(X) (- (~+/2) :-, 0 (i.e., h E 9,). Here C’(A) denotes another 
constant which is O(1) as A -> 03 in S, . 
Combining these estimates we conclude that the integral (12) is dominated by 
1 I 
-Re y-(A) .-- (K-T2j - RC yk(h) - (~-,2) Re Y,(A)’ 1. (&j 
_..-. 1 
as .r -b + co, provided X E 9.. n 9.. . 
As x + - X) the integral (12) is dominated by a similar expression whenever 
h E./P- n J- . \\:c have already noted that 
w4 = y$) T y-(A) -1.. O(1) 
as h ---+ m in S8. Therefore the integral (12) is dominated by terms of order 
O(’ X 1 ‘) as h - cc in S, . 
The estimate of (14) can be obtained very simply from the previous results. 
When the Green’s function is diffcrcntiated with respect to s WC get 
Sow note that the operation of differentiation with respect to s brings down 
a factor of order 1 A 1;2 (see Lemma 1). The other estimates go through as 
before, now modified by a factor of order h /‘iz, and we therefore get the 
second estimate of (ii). 
!SOK we turn to the case NN. Ike q+ > 0, q- > 0, while K, < 0 and 
K- > 0. The weight function is given by 
Thcrcfore weBlr) and e “/w arc both uniformly bounded. Kow let u E 94’1L,a. 
WC must show eB(A - M-l e-G E .GA,,, ; that is, that w(eB(X - A!)--’ e %) EL, . 
We write 
w(@(h - M-l e’-Bu) = (weB)(A - 44) ‘(e-“jw)(WU). (16) 
Rut since wee and e-n,!w are uniformly bounded, the problem reduces to 
analyzing the rcsolvent operator (A - AZ)-’ on the Banach space L, . ‘This 
is done in [3, Lemma 5.41. The estimates of that paper immediately imply 
the corresponding asymptotic estimates on the rcsolvcnt (A --- 1.)-l given in (ii). 
We turn finally to the case SN. In this case 
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(A a constant), while 
e -B: ,w - e-k/?hi 
we B - e(Kd2)Lc I 
x-+-a. 
These relationships follow from the facts that ea’+) -2 e(*+:‘J)r as .t^ ---b &z. 
and K < 0 (since (1, 0) is a node), while 
-h , l2)r 
w(x) ‘v I;, ’ 
.y ---> 1 *, 
X-+-CC. 
Now assume 14 E 28 u.0 and estimate I’(X - L)-‘u llU,o. We agdin w-rite 
(/\ - L)--‘zr in the form (16). Since II E .c%‘~,~ wu EL, . Therefore our problem 
reduces to obtaining a pointwise estimate for the integral 
w(x) P(*) fm 1 G(x, ~9, A)l(e-Eiy)/w(y)) do 
e-02 
and its derivative with respect to x. As before, the second estimate follows 
easily from the first. 
We estimate (17) first as x-h $-co and then as x+ -co. As .X--P -,.co, 
weE b O(l), so we must estimate 
CO) 
’ 1 W(A)1 
e-Re Y+(A)z 
Re y-(h) - (K-/2) + 
(2 _ e-Re~+(Ah) 
Re ,-(4 1 ’ 
provided Re y-(A) .- (K-/2) > 0 and He y,(h) > 0. The second condition is 
always satisfied, according to the definition of y+(A); and the first condition 
is satisfied if X E /F- . As usual, C(‘(h) is a constant which is O(I) as h -+ CC 
in S6 . The above term is thcreforc O(I) as h + co in S, . I;inally, since q- < 0 
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the origin is contained in 9- ; that is, the resolvent sets of k! and L coincide 
in a region exterior to a parabola which contains the origin. 
Now as x -+ -z3 weB = O(eCr-:2)z) so we must estimate 
e(K-12)z 2 
K 
( &(y A) tpl(x A) e-(x-‘2)y 
I W(4l ---n: ’ ’ 
(iu 
j jo I 4dx, 4 dyI X)I d*-/*) dy -t I,= I 4dsy 4 dyI A)I 61 
Ce’“- /*jr 
Gm ma [I 
2 
eRev-(Ah-Re-/ (Ah-(a 12)~ dy 
+ j" 
eRcv_(A)ze-(Re~-(A)+(x-/2))~ dy + 
J 
aQ) eRe~-(A)re-Rev,(A)u 
1: 0 
, 1 _ e(Rev-(A)+k/2))z e(RCv-h)+kli))~ 
T Re y-(h) -) (K/2) + -Hey,(A) ’ 1 
Above we have assumed Re y-(h) .- (42) > 0, which is valid provided 
h E P- . This term is uniformly bounded as x -* - oc, provided Re y-(h) + 
(K-/2) > 0, which is again valid if A EY- . This complctes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
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